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Back in a day, preparation before a classroom discussion was such a tedious task. Teachers have to be very creative in order to come up with enticing instructional materials needed for the class. From planning for the best presentation set up, choice of good but affordable supplies and actual flow of discussion have to be done smoothly and strategically. We may call it a traditional way of instilling knowledge to the minds of students but the goals remain the same – to efficiently deliver the lesson and help the students understand the topic very well!

As days passed by, different trends of presenting lesson have been introduced. Thanks to the amazing power of technological advancement that brought these changes to reality. But what are those and what are the benefits?

For one, educators do not have to manually operate the visual aids anymore. Their hands and fingers won’t get tired of dealing with a ton of cut-outs just to make the presentation look presentable. Now, there are varieties of options that can be useful should the teachers wish to create one. She can opt to use Power point or Prezi for animated slides, MS Excel when teaching about computation or presenting different formulas and multiple Youtube channels for video presentation. Just a simple click from the laptop, the presentation can be accessed with ease and is highly designed.

Also, the discussion will now look pretty personable and the system will promote an effective teacher-student interaction. The lessons that are accompanied by videos and animations will make the lesson enticing, not boring, inviting and exciting. Students will surely come in and say, the discussion is so amazing!
Moreover, having this kind of approach to new method of teaching strategy saves more time in terms of preparation and discussion itself. Internet offers a lot of search engines for easy access of information that are instrumental during research. The topics they wish to discuss can be validated for accuracy and correctness prior to sharing them with the students. They can ensure that whatever they teach is precise and has compelling evidences should others question them to back up and support their claim.

Lastly, this just makes the teacher’s life so much easy and the lessons up to date and informative. Teachers and students will surely benefit about these new inclinations in technology. New set up that they can also teach and share to future generation, especially now that everything changes rapidly and technology is reaching its peak.

But amidst all these changes, updates and trends that happen around us, teachers should always keep in mind that the strategy of teaching may deviate but their aims and goals towards students, school and education in general should always focus for the better.
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